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Week 4 Supply curve analysis 

- where does the supply curve come from 

- Profit = revenue - cost 

- 2 parts of maximising profit 

- produce efficiently (production function) 

- minimise costs (cost function) 

- utility measure benefit of consumption. Production output (q) measures 

allocation of production resources (assuming two inputs: labor(L) and 

capital(K) ) 

- Indifference curve describe consumer preference. Isoquant curve describes 

production function.  

- maximizing utility and minimizing costs 

- Production function 

- definition 

- technology that you have to produce. It’s the highest output that a firm can 

produce for each combination of inputs 

- in the short run: some inputs are fixed  

- in the long run: everything is variable 

- Short run:  q = F(L)|𝜅 

- properties: 

- fixed capital 

- variable labor 

- average product: q/L, output per labor 

- marginal product: dq/dL, additional output per additional labor  

- Average product and marginal product 



 

-  
- Line from A to B is the average product between those two 

points 

- The Slope at B is the MP at B, we can see here that MP is the 

steepest, meaning there is has the highest MP 

- marginal product here: 

- there is a diminishing MP after 3, less and less product for 

each additional labor 

-  

- mathematically 

- to find the relationship between the AP and the labor, you 

take the derivative, whether the derivative is increasing with 

L or decreasing with L (to see if you’re getting additional 

products per labor) 

- we eventually arrive at 1/L(MP-AP), we can infer that 

- if MP>AP, AP is increasing with every additional 

labor 

- if MP<AP, AP is decreasing 

- diminishing marginal product(MP) 

- when marginal product of labor is decrease because: 



 

- limitation of technology 

- fixed capital, can only make so much 

- like having only one machine, and increasing 

amounts of workers 

 

- long run:  

  q = F(L, K) 

- capital is variable 

- isoquant curve 

- describes the production function (similar to indifference curve) 

- shows all possible input that yields the same output 

- further out it is, the more you can produce 

- while slope of indifference curve tells about the MRS, which tells you the 

trade off between the two goods (how much of one to give up for additional 

other) 

- Marginal rate of technical substitution(MRTS) is about how much 

of one input you can give up for another in order to achieve the 

same output. It’s the slope of the isoquant curve 

- while the MRS was: 

- example of MRTS 



 

- MRTS diminishing 

- because of diminishing marginal product 

- more and more of one input is going to help less, that’s why you’re 

willing to substitute less of one input as you have more of the other 

- special cases of production 

- perfect substitutes of K and L 

isoquant curve: no diminishing production 

- perfect complements 

   you can only produce one more if you have an additional of both input 

- Production function vs consumer utility function 

- production function is cardinal: scale matters, you can count how many products 

you are producing 

- consumer utility is ordinal: we only value preference, not how much we prefer one 

over a another because it’s too difficult 

- return to scale 

- rate in which output increases as all inputs are increase proportionally 

- MP only measure increase in P when I increase one input 

- RoS varies all inputs 



 

- we can see from the isoquant curve (as it increase, P increases), the value of 

its production increases change/not change when doubling inputs 

- Cobb douglas production function 

   A = technology 

- usually if a+b is smaller than 1, decreasing returns to scale and so on 

- Cost function 

- inputs 

- wage rate (w) - cost of labor 

- capital rental cost (r)  - cost of capital 

- function 

- cost of producing q, is wage times labor for producing q plus cost of capital 

times capital for producing q 

- long vs short run 

- cost function with only one variable 

- rearrange one variable as another 

- substitute it into the cost function 



 

- marginal cost and average cost 

- average cost 

- average variable cost 

- average fixed cost 

- as you produce more, difference between AVC and ATC 

shrinks 

- MC = dq/dc = w*dl/dq = w/MPlabor 

- MPl declines as L increases 

- MC will increase as q increases 

- because for every additional product, you need more labor, thus 

more costs 

- features of cost curves 

- at q = 0, MC = AVC 

- MC cuts the AVC at AVC’s minimum 

- past AVC’s minimum, MC rises 

- MC>AVC, AVC is rising 

- MC cuts AVC and ATC both at their minimum 

- long run 

- use L and K to minimise cost 

- minimise cost function, subject to the production function 

- like how we find out utility function by using budget line and finding 

a utility curve with same curve (MRS) as the budget line curve (price 

ratio) 

- we use our isoquant curve(equivalent of our utility curve), restricted by our 

isocost function (that gives us our cost) that is tangent to the isoquant curve 

- aka, the maximum product quantity given a certain cost 



 

isocost: C = wL + rK or  

 K = (c/r) - (w/r)L 

- when slope of isoquant MRTS equals the curve of isocost curve w/r, you 

have maximised production at minimised cost 


